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How does EPA know that the products on List N work on SARS-CoV-2? 

While surface disinfectant products on List N have not been tested specifically against SARS-CoV-2, the 
cause of COVID-19, EPA expects them to kill the virus because they: 

• Demonstrate efficacy (e.g. effectiveness) against a harder-to-kill virus; or

• Demonstrate efficacy against another type of human coronavirus similar to SARS-CoV-2.

All surface disinfectants on List N can be used to kill viruses on surfaces such as counters and doorknobs. 

Because SARS-CoV-2 is a new virus, this pathogen is not readily available for use in commercial 
laboratory testing to see if a certain disinfectant product is effective at killing the virus.   

List N: Disinfectants for Use Against SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) 

All products on this list meet EPA’s criteria for use against SARS-CoV-2, the virus 
that causes COVID-19. 

Note: Inclusion on this list does not constitute an endorsement by EPA. Additional 
disinfectants may meet the criteria for use against SARS-CoV-2. EPA will update 
this list with additional products as needed. 

§ 40 CFR 180.950 Tolerance exemptions for minimal risk active and inert ingredients.

Unless specifically excluded, residues resulting from the use of the following substances as either an 
inert or an active ingredient in a pesticide chemical formulation, including antimicrobial pesticide 
chemicals, are exempted from the requirement of a tolerance under FFDCA section 408, if such use is in 
accordance with good agricultural or manufacturing practices.  

(a) Commonly consumed food commodities. Commonly consumed food commodities means foods that 
are commonly consumed for their nutrient properties. The term commonly consumed food 
commodities shall only apply to food commodities (whether a raw agricultural commodity or a 
processed commodity) in the form the commodity is sold or distributed to the public for consumption.
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